Lectures + events sponsored by the Department of Gender Studies  
Fall 2017  

(This list will be updated as events are added and details finalized)

~~~

Association of Black Women Historians annual meeting  
held in conjunction with the 102nd Annual Meeting of the  
Association for the Study of African American Life and History  
September 28-30 in Cincinnati, OH

~~~

The Horizons of Knowledge Lecture:  
*Strangers in Landscape and in Fiction: Questions of Identity, Culture and Genre*  
with Claudia Nina

**Thursday, September 28, at 3pm**, at Hodge Hall 3075 (Kelley School of Business). In this lecture, the author will address the intersection between her female/feminine identity, her role as a writer, and Brazilian culture, with a focus on educational issues. She will also discuss connections between her own publications and the fictional production of other contemporary Brazilian writers.

**Friday, September 29, 3pm**, GA0003 (SGIS Building). A bilingual reading (Portuguese/English) from Nina’s novel *Paisagem de Porcelana* (*Porcelain Landscape*, 2014), followed by a Q&A session.

Presented by the Portuguese Program and Brazilian Studies Group:

~~~

“The Relationship Between LGBT Inclusion and Economic Development:  
*Micro and Macro-Level Evidence*”  
Yana Van der Meulen Rodgers  
Professor of Women’s and Gender Studies, Rutgers  
**Monday, October 23 at 12:00pm**  
IMU Dogwood Room  
Presented by the Department of Labor Studies

~~~

“Directing the Gaze: How performance can challenge negative stereotypes about otherness (a series)”  
*“Juggling Gender” with Jennifer Miller*  
**Thursday, October 19 from 7:30pm-9:30pm**  
Location tentative

*“Jennifer Miller Performs Her Signature Sideshow Acts!”*  
**Friday, October 20 from 7:00pm – 8:30 pm**  
Mathers Museum
November 9-11: Performances and panel of IU professors and grad students

presented by Fall 2017 Themester: Diversity, Difference, Otherness